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it s the next phase in the scrapbooking craze and this creative resource is the first of its kind the first to focus on the use of computer hardware and software to unlock an
exciting range of creative possibilities crafters will explore the many ways digital elements can add pizzazz to their scrapbooks they ll learn to manipulate pictures with
photo image editing software use scanners to create themed background papers and draw on clip art for decorative accents going even further into the brave new world
there s information on creating all digital pages putting together a slideshow on computer and pooling various techniques to stage a digital family reunion handmade cards
are gifts creative expressions keepsakes and relationship builders beneath the cardstock and embellishments is deep emotion from the card maker encouragement
celebration commemoration and love unlike many store bought cards that are thrown away handmade cards are cherished and displayed they spark connections express
feelings evoke laughter and warm the hearts of friends relatives and coworkers there s joy in the process of creating as well as in giving and receiving handmade cards the
complete photo guide to cardmaking is the ultimate resource on card making all paper crafting techniques that can be employed for card making are thoroughly covered
including a comprehensive description of paper types available folding options and techniques coloring and image transfer methods and adding embellishments inside you ll
also find methods for using a computer to design and print cards more than 80 projects give you lots of ideas and inspiration to create cards of your own using the
techniques you ve learned unique envelope templates and a helpful source list are included expert paper crafter judi watanabe provides you with a one stop reference for
making cards for any occasion this book includes step by step photographed instructions for a wide range of techniques as well as projects to accompany each area of card
making full of gorgeous cards the complete photo guide to cardmaking explores a wide range of techniques and end products making it a valuable reference for any crafter
so when the mood strikes use the artistry you ve learned to create personalized greetings for everyone you know a stunning new and completely revised edition of the
rickenbacker bible for 2023 knowing martin and paul kelly s perfectionism and attention to detail it s no surprise that this is the ultimate and complete story of all things
rickenbacker johnny marr a wonderful history of my favourite guitar the attention to detail is amazing roger mcguinn there are few things more satisfying than the shimmer
of an open chord played on a rickenbacker through a fender deluxe reverb amplifier martin and paul have given us the definitive history of these magical instruments
susanna hoffs rickenbacker guitars is the highly anticipated follow up to fender the golden age charting the story of one of the most important and influential guitar makers
of all time from george beauchamp s invention of the world s first commercially viable electric guitar in 1931 through the company s heyday during the 1960s when their
instruments were favoured by the beatles the byrds and the who and up to the continuing legacy of rickenbacker today this definitive collection features unprecedented
access to the company archives 350 beautifully photographed original instruments including all 7 surviving beatles owned rickenbackers and new interviews with legendary
rickenbacker players such as roger mcguinn peter buck susanna hoffs johnny marr mike campbell geddy lee and paul weller rickenbacker guitars is the most comprehensive
history of the brand to date and a must have for all guitar enthusiasts newly revised and updated guide covers all aspects of concrete masonry brickwork step by step
illustrated instructions for building patios retaining walls porches brick barbecue much more 173 figures 54 tables quilters love lynette jensen s designs for their strong
sense of color and their folk art appeal this book includes clear step by step directions that allow even beginning crafters to learn how to make gorgeous quilted projects full
color layouts how to diagrams in 1786 the french navy had just emerged from its most successful war of the eighteenth century having frequently outfought or
outmanoeuvred the royal navy in battle and made a major contribution to american independence the reputation of its ship design and fighting skills never stood higher yet
within a few years the effects of the french revolution had devastated its efficiency leading to defeat after defeat fine ships continued to be built but even under napoleon s
dynamic influence the navy never recovered sufficiently to alter the balance of sea power it was only after 1815 that the navy revived espousing technical innovation and
invention to produce some of the most advanced ships of the age this book is the first comprehensive listing of these ships in english and follows the pattern set by the
companion series on british warships in the age of sail in providing an impressive depth of information it is organised by rate classification and class with significant technical
and building data followed by a concise summary of the careers of each ship in every class thus for the first time it is possible to form a clear picture of the overall
development of french warships in the latter half of the sailing era clearly detailed plans for houses of frame brick and stucco as well as rural structures plans also feature
built in buffets kitchen cabinets wardrobes window seats fireplaces and more 154 black and white illustrations like the industrial revolution before it the information
technology revolution appears to be creating a new ruling class a new economy and a new society information technology is also transforming military operations and
warfare a vast literature on the revolution in military affairs or rma cites the important indeed dominant role of information technology in enabling a new military revolution
this volume challenges conventional wisdom not by claiming that information s impact on military operations is not positive or transformative but by claiming its impact is
not new previous periods of military revolution can also be characterized as information revolutions through the close examination of six case studies of military
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transformation during the industrial age the contributors to this volume demonstrate how the employment of emerging information systems was critical to realizing a major
boost in military effectiveness the most successful adaptations to the new environment were made by the most skillful users of information this volume draws upon the
expertise of leading military historians political scientists and defense practitioners to craft a set of original essays that provide the first retrospective examination of how
information affects the process of military revolution this book was previously published as a special issue of the journal of strategic studies
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it s the next phase in the scrapbooking craze and this creative resource is the first of its kind the first to focus on the use of computer hardware and software to unlock an
exciting range of creative possibilities crafters will explore the many ways digital elements can add pizzazz to their scrapbooks they ll learn to manipulate pictures with
photo image editing software use scanners to create themed background papers and draw on clip art for decorative accents going even further into the brave new world
there s information on creating all digital pages putting together a slideshow on computer and pooling various techniques to stage a digital family reunion
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handmade cards are gifts creative expressions keepsakes and relationship builders beneath the cardstock and embellishments is deep emotion from the card maker
encouragement celebration commemoration and love unlike many store bought cards that are thrown away handmade cards are cherished and displayed they spark
connections express feelings evoke laughter and warm the hearts of friends relatives and coworkers there s joy in the process of creating as well as in giving and receiving
handmade cards the complete photo guide to cardmaking is the ultimate resource on card making all paper crafting techniques that can be employed for card making are
thoroughly covered including a comprehensive description of paper types available folding options and techniques coloring and image transfer methods and adding
embellishments inside you ll also find methods for using a computer to design and print cards more than 80 projects give you lots of ideas and inspiration to create cards of
your own using the techniques you ve learned unique envelope templates and a helpful source list are included expert paper crafter judi watanabe provides you with a one
stop reference for making cards for any occasion this book includes step by step photographed instructions for a wide range of techniques as well as projects to accompany
each area of card making full of gorgeous cards the complete photo guide to cardmaking explores a wide range of techniques and end products making it a valuable
reference for any crafter so when the mood strikes use the artistry you ve learned to create personalized greetings for everyone you know
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a stunning new and completely revised edition of the rickenbacker bible for 2023 knowing martin and paul kelly s perfectionism and attention to detail it s no surprise that
this is the ultimate and complete story of all things rickenbacker johnny marr a wonderful history of my favourite guitar the attention to detail is amazing roger mcguinn
there are few things more satisfying than the shimmer of an open chord played on a rickenbacker through a fender deluxe reverb amplifier martin and paul have given us
the definitive history of these magical instruments susanna hoffs rickenbacker guitars is the highly anticipated follow up to fender the golden age charting the story of one of
the most important and influential guitar makers of all time from george beauchamp s invention of the world s first commercially viable electric guitar in 1931 through the
company s heyday during the 1960s when their instruments were favoured by the beatles the byrds and the who and up to the continuing legacy of rickenbacker today this
definitive collection features unprecedented access to the company archives 350 beautifully photographed original instruments including all 7 surviving beatles owned
rickenbackers and new interviews with legendary rickenbacker players such as roger mcguinn peter buck susanna hoffs johnny marr mike campbell geddy lee and paul
weller rickenbacker guitars is the most comprehensive history of the brand to date and a must have for all guitar enthusiasts
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quilters love lynette jensen s designs for their strong sense of color and their folk art appeal this book includes clear step by step directions that allow even beginning
crafters to learn how to make gorgeous quilted projects full color layouts how to diagrams
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in 1786 the french navy had just emerged from its most successful war of the eighteenth century having frequently outfought or outmanoeuvred the royal navy in battle and
made a major contribution to american independence the reputation of its ship design and fighting skills never stood higher yet within a few years the effects of the french
revolution had devastated its efficiency leading to defeat after defeat fine ships continued to be built but even under napoleon s dynamic influence the navy never
recovered sufficiently to alter the balance of sea power it was only after 1815 that the navy revived espousing technical innovation and invention to produce some of the
most advanced ships of the age this book is the first comprehensive listing of these ships in english and follows the pattern set by the companion series on british warships
in the age of sail in providing an impressive depth of information it is organised by rate classification and class with significant technical and building data followed by a
concise summary of the careers of each ship in every class thus for the first time it is possible to form a clear picture of the overall development of french warships in the
latter half of the sailing era
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clearly detailed plans for houses of frame brick and stucco as well as rural structures plans also feature built in buffets kitchen cabinets wardrobes window seats fireplaces
and more 154 black and white illustrations
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like the industrial revolution before it the information technology revolution appears to be creating a new ruling class a new economy and a new society information
technology is also transforming military operations and warfare a vast literature on the revolution in military affairs or rma cites the important indeed dominant role of
information technology in enabling a new military revolution this volume challenges conventional wisdom not by claiming that information s impact on military operations is
not positive or transformative but by claiming its impact is not new previous periods of military revolution can also be characterized as information revolutions through the
close examination of six case studies of military transformation during the industrial age the contributors to this volume demonstrate how the employment of emerging
information systems was critical to realizing a major boost in military effectiveness the most successful adaptations to the new environment were made by the most skillful
users of information this volume draws upon the expertise of leading military historians political scientists and defense practitioners to craft a set of original essays that
provide the first retrospective examination of how information affects the process of military revolution this book was previously published as a special issue of the journal of
strategic studies
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